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The NZS Capital Growth Equity strategy had a gross decline of 10.54% in the first quarter of 2022
compared to its global market index benchmark, which was down 5.18%. Over the last twelve months, the
strategy returned 2.65% compared to the benchmark’s 7.29%. The NZS Capital Select strategy declined
8.68% gross in the first quarter of 2022 and rose 2.89% over the last twelve months.

The research process at NZS Capital is always guided by the unpredictability of the world around us. Our
lens on the world, which does not rely on narrow predictions of the future, is ideally suited for long-term
investors as the global economy transitions from analog to digital. We believe companies that maximize
non-zero-sum outcomes for all of their constituents, including employees, customers, suppliers, society,
and the environment, will also maximize long-term outcomes for investors. These adaptable businesses
will take share as the economy continues its decades long transition from analog to digital, sector by
sector. Our view of the world informs our portfolio construction process, which combines a relatively small
number of Resilient companies (larger positions) with a long tail of Optionality companies (smaller
positions). Resilient businesses have very few predictions underpinning their success and a narrow range
of outcomes, while Optionality businesses have a wider range of outcomes and their success hinges
upon a more specific view of the future playing out. This combination of long-duration growth and
asymmetric upside is well suited to navigating the increasing pace of change throughout the global
economy.

Performance Discussion
The following first quarter 2022 performance discussion references the NZS Growth Equity strategy.
Overall performance lagged the broader market. For the quarter, our technology investments led the
portfolio down, dropping 14.1% compared to the benchmark’s technology stocks, which were down only
10.4%. Both our weight in technology stocks and the stocks we were invested in relative to the
benchmark detracted from performance. Other detractors were our relative underweights in energy and
financials, which outperformed on rising interest rates and commodity prices. Positive contributions came
from the communication services sector, where our positions were up 3.3% compared to a 9.9% drop in
the benchmark. Both our overweight and performance of the communication services sector contributed
positively. Our REIT investments detracted modestly as these stocks tend to underperform in rising rate



environments. Among the top contributors in the quarter were Paramount Global, T-Mobile, Nexon,
SailPoint, and Nintendo, as well as not owning Meta Platforms. Among the largest detractors in the
quarter were Lam Research, Salesforce, Sun Communities, PayPal, and Okta.

Market Commentary
As expectations for interest rate increases rose in concurrence with global uncertainty, the first quarter of
2022 was a period of underperformance for our strategies. The market has a particularly hard time finding
any sort of equilibrium in times of rising uncertainty, as we noted in last quarter’s letter. Focusing on
companies that adapt, innovate, and grow over time inherently means that we assume their future free
cash flow will be far in excess of today’s free cash flow. As investors discount cash flow back from the
future to today, rising rates decrease the net present value of those theoretical profits. Around March of
2021, investing in the highest growth rate companies (i.e., companies with far more expected profits in the
future, and, in many cases, losses today) became an explicit bet on interest rates. Meaning, with rare
exception, the only way for that group of stocks to keep rising was for interest rates to keep falling, and
thus making future cash flows more valuable. Our preference is to avoid having narrow predictions, such
as “interests will fall”, steering our portfolios. Therefore, we reduced a portion of our exposure to the
highest growth stocks between March and December of 2021.

One of the key advantages we have with our Resilience and Optionality portfolio construction framework
(see Complexity Investing) is the ability to shift between durable growth companies (Resilience) and
higher asymmetry companies (Optionality). Owing to this higher asymmetry, the outcomes of Optionality
positions are more prone to rate-induced fluctuations because the majority of their value lies in the future.
Shifting from Optionality to Resilience in 2021 helped, but did not completely immunize performance from
the impact of rising rates in the first quarter of 2022. As long-term investors, we are comfortable with
interest-rate-driven volatility in the portfolio, which we look to use as an opportunity. In most cases, rising
rates do not significantly impact the fundamental range of outcomes for businesses in which we invest;
therefore, stocks that go down due to higher short-term rates offer an opportunity, all else being equal. By
not making an explicit prediction on interest rates, we can focus our energy on the fundamental range of
outcomes for the companies we invest in and fitting those investments into our portfolio construction
process.

Following the sharp correction in the highest growth stocks in the first quarter, we have quickly found
ourselves in a different investment climate. In general, the market extrapolates the impact of short-term
interest rate hikes to a degree that overly discounts future free cash flows. When that happens, it can
create opportunities for long-term investors in companies with growing cash flows. As noted, predicting
the future levels of rates has historically been a fool’s errand. However, taking advantage of the collective
cognitive bias of the stock market can be a fruitful way to profit over time. In order for the long term value
of a company to be reduced, you would have to predict long-term higher rates, which requires an inherent
assumption of long-term higher inflation. However, that scenario is contradicted by the deflationary nature
of technology and innovation.

We look for companies whose success in taking share of the global economy relies on as few predictions
as possible and then match position size to the potential range of outcomes. For most investors, not
making predictions can be an uncomfortable behavior, but in a world that is increasingly unpredictable
due to the rising pace of change in the Information/AI Age, it’s of increasing necessity to build this skill.
We believe thinking biologically helps identify the companies that will take share as the economy moves
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from analog to digital. As such, adaptability and maximizing non-zero-sum outcomes are the winning traits
for long-term investments.

As the market continues to seek homeostasis, a key question remains: what part of inflation is structural
and what part is due to the excess fiscal and monetary stimulus of the pandemic? The correct answer is:
nobody knows with any level of certainty. It appears to us that the pandemic had little lasting impact on
the global economy or people’s behavior, with the exception of the ongoing erosion of trust in governing
institutions, and perhaps an acceleration of technology investment. Time will tell. As we emerge from the
pandemic stimulus period, we can look at the long-term trajectory of rates, which tend to fall as leverage
increases on an economy, along with the deflationary power of technology, which tends to accelerate in
the face of higher costs. Further, with the rising specter of global conflict and supply chain snarls, one
might assume inflation could rise due to deglobalization; however, the stagnant population growth and low
immigration in developed worlds makes it inconceivable that we veer far from the path of continued
globalization in the near future. This is a good thing for global peace, which ultimately depends on our
rising interconnectedness.

As we survey the state of the global stock market today, there remains broad risk but also a growing set
of opportunities as investors lump all growth stocks together and assume long-term inflation and
structurally higher rates. It could be that rates will be much higher for much longer, but, as technology
investment cycles speed up on the back of rising innovation, the deflationary power of technology will
accelerate to solve the problems the world faces. The only thing we can say for certain is that we don’t
know what the future will bring, but we continue to find companies that are creating and benefiting from
that future.

Thank you for your continued trust, interest, and support.

There is no guarantee that the information presented is accurate, complete, or timely, nor are there any warranties with regards to the results obtained
from its use. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal and fluctuation of value.

Net returns are calculated by subtracting the highest applicable management fee (.65% annually, or .1625% quarterly) from the gross return. Gross
returns are inclusive of reinvestment of dividends or other earnings. Actual fees may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee
schedule and portfolio size. The fees are available on request and may be found in Form ADV Part 2A. Index performance does not reflect the
expenses of managing a portfolio as an index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment.

Any projections, market outlooks, or estimates in this presentation are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions. No
forecasts can be guaranteed. Other events that were not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect the returns or performance. Any
projections, outlooks, or assumptions should not be construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur.

Opinions and examples are meant as an illustration of broader themes, are not an indication of trading intent, and are subject to change at any time
due to changes in market or economic conditions. There is no guarantee that the information supplied is accurate, complete, or timely, nor are there
any warranties with regards to the results obtained from its use.

An investor should not construe the contents of this newsletter as legal, tax, investment, or other advice.

NZS Capital, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®)

GIPS® is a registered trademark of the CFA Institute.  CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or
quality of the content contained herein.

GIPS® Composite Reports are available upon request by emailing request to info@nzscapital.com.

NZS Growth Equity and NZS Select are reported in USD.

The benchmark for the NZS Growth Equity Composite and NZS Select Composite is the Morningstar Global Target Market Exposure NR USD.  The
index is designed to provide exposure to the top 85% market capitalization by free float in each of two economic segments, developed markets and
emerging markets.

NZS strategies are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Morningstar, Inc. or any of its affiliates (all such entities, collectively, “Morningstar
Entities”).  The Morningstar Entities make no representation or warranty, express or implied, to the owners who invest in the strategy or any member of
the public regarding the advisability of investing in the strategy y or to any member of the public regarding the advisability of investing in equity
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securities generally or in the strategy in particular, or the ability of the strategy to track the Morningstar Global Target Market Exposure Index or the
equity markets in general. THE MORNINGSTAR ENTITIES DO NOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY AND/OR THE COMPLETENESS OF THE
STRATEGIES OR ANY DATA INCLUDED THEREIN AND MORNINGSTAR ENTITIES SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR ANY ERRORS, OMISSIONS,
OR INTERRUPTIONS THEREIN
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